£1.2m funded - ended 2015
commercial roll out in July 2016
https://youtu.be/Li2U-MJsnEA
Credit: much of the work has been informed by SD logic
Rumpel: £700k EPSRC funded
WELCOME TO THE HAT FOUNDATION

Support our Indiegogo Campaign and get your own HAT!
Claim your data: Organise, visualise, control!

visit

HATDeX
HAT Data Exchange Ltd

The operational arm for the management of HAT network.

HAT Community Foundation

The charity that represents the HAT user community globally governing HATDeX.

HAT Research & Development

Authored by members of the Hub-of-all-Things Research Team and our project partners.
The HAT and Marketsquare

- Data on exchanges of personal data
- New entrants coming in
- New ways of doing business on personal data forming
- New business models, economic models, currencies
Sign up / Sign in with your HAT

Sign in with your HAT

Sign in

OR

Sign up for a new account

First Name: Michael
Last Name: Lakeland

Nickname / username: mikelakeland

Email address:
Password:

Mismatch

Select the services you need

Create data offers
Create data plugins

Register & sign in

Already a member? Sign in now
Create a data offer

Offer details

Name of offer
Short description of data required
Description of offer
URL to preview of the data
Starts
Expires

Users
Minimum No of users (for offer to start)  
42
Maximum No of users
95

Data

Data Sources

Calendar
Location
Pictures
Amazon Music
Facebook

Data Requirements

Profile
User's Facebook profile and all data associated with it.

- Id
- Person's user account ID unique to the application.
- About
- The content of the 'about' section in the user profile.
- Birthdate
- Person's birthday, the format may vary.
- Email
- Person's primary email address.
- First_name
- Person's first name.

Rewards

Type of reward
Cash

Voucher Code(s)
1. 99754/55751/55756
2. DCD4751/55751
3. HMG845/51845/445
4. DCD101/52975/581
5. HMG49/51495/51
6. DCD4751/52975/581

Reusable
Yes

Voucher Value

Vendor of the voucher

Vendor web address

Cash equivalent
CONTRIVE

• CONTRIVE - Control and Trust as Moderating Mechanisms in addressing Vulnerability for the Design of Business and Economic Models

• £1.2m RCUK grant awarded. Started 1 June 2016 for 2 years.

• Winning the grant for CONTRIVE funded the creation of HALL
HAT Living Labs (HALL) focuses on Business Model Innovation and the understanding of service systems within the HAT ecosystem.

environment or ‘sandbox’ within the HAT live ecosystem environment where individuals volunteer their data to participate for the wider purpose of research; to exchange data and co-create innovations as well as test out business and economic models of data exchanges

Managed by the HAT R&D team at the University of Warwick

CONTRIVE is the anchor research project on the HALL (for now)
Invitation to research

empirical platform for the understanding of service systems, markets, innovation and economic/business models

Research Directors: Irene Ng, Roger Mauull
Inviting proposals for research on the platform

• Inviting researchers in residence, and those who wish to access the platform data, or interview stakeholders etc.

• PhD students and researchers visiting - David Reynolds and Susan Wakenshaw

• Technical - Xiao Ma, CTO: HAT and HALL programme manager

• Please consult with area research directors on topics of interest
Who are the HALL area research directors and what do they do?

- They are thought leaders and senior academics in the domain area.
- They are in charge of to curate a repository of research on the HAT in their domain area.
- They incentivise HAT research in their domain area.
- They ensure the knowledge repository grows (eg starting with lit review so that new researchers won't repeat research).
- They are aided by an editor (Yin Lim) and a postdoctoral team who ensures that the output of the work is issued ISSN numbers, catalogued and accessible by new researchers coming into the HALL.
- They may apply/receive funding to catalyse research in their areas.
• Area research directors (if outside these areas, please consult Roger Maull or Irene Ng)
  • Glenn Parry, UWE, Supply chains and digital business models
  • Phil Godsiff, University of Surrey, Block Chains
  • Janet McColl-Kennedy, University of Queensland, Well Being
  • Kaj Storbacka and Suvi Nenonen, University of Auckland, Innovation of Markets
  • Paul Maglio, UC Merced, Cognitive Assistance
  • Youngjin Yoo, Case Western Reserve University, digital innovation and healthcare
Inviting proposals for research on the platform

To apply, send 2 page research proposal and CV to susan.wakenshaw@warwick.ac.uk who coordinates proposals with the area research directors

Research proposal include:

- Question, method, what access required, duration, people involved, outcome, impact, who funds and what funds required

Once a year research meeting to share research and ideas on the HAT
Thank you